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Inventor of Super Glue Awarded
National Medal of Technology
and Innovation
Harry Coover, the scientist who accidentally discovered super glue
during unrelated research as an Eastman Kodak chemist, has been
awarded the National Medal of Technology and Innovation for 2010.
This year’s award recipients were announced by President Obama, in
a White House press release , on October 15, 2010. The press
release states, “The extraordinary accomplishments of these
scientists, engineers, and inventors are a testament to American
industry and ingenuity,” President Obama said. “Their achievements
have redrawn the frontiers of human knowledge while enhancing
American prosperity, and it is my tremendous pleasure to honor them
for their important contributions.”
Read Full Article

Model Train Enthusiasts Get
CREATIVE

We LOVE this video entitled “Train Ride On Track Lighting”. Don’t let
anyone ever tell you there’s no room to set up your model train! :)
According to a note on the video “the plexiglass ties were attached
with super glue“.
See Video

Kit Car Tip
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Many of you know that the practical roots for several of Super Glue
Corporation’s most popular products come from the model/hobby
world so we are always intrigued when we see stories and tips from
model car, airplane, and train enthusiasts.
[Photo Credit: Lighting the Fire Blog]
Read Full Article

Motorcycle Grip Tip

Satified customer, Dan Scott, recently sent us this story about how he
uses The Original Super Glue(R) products:
Dan says he uses super glue products on motorcycles. ”I bought
some Kuryakan grips for my motorcycle which cost between $49 to
$79 for the set. They are the most popular grips around and most
motorcycle folks buy them from Kuryakan. The 2 bottles of glue were
dried up when I received them so I called to ask what glue can be
substituted. They said, “Super Glue Gel .” and that is the ONLY glue
they would recommend.” [We found the video above which shows
how, indeed, glue is applied when changing out grips.]
Read Full Article and See Video

Disneyland FUN!

On a cool, crisp, October Saturday Super Glue Corporation’s owners
honored employees, and their families, by treating them to a day at
Disneyland. Though located only about 45 minutes away from Super
Glue Corporation’s Rancho Cucamonga headquarters, spending the
day at the magic kingdom is still a thrill for everyone!
Read Full Article
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